They Say
Dulce (duel-say)
Oh So Sweet!

by Chris A. Weber

ome people tend to their gardens after a
long day at work. Others escape to their
garages to work on classic cars or seek
the sanctuary of their basements to paint or
write the next great American novel.
Josephine and Gaston Oria prefer to
stand on their feet until two in the morning,
tethered to a pair of large copper kettles
heated to 220 degrees Fahrenheit … stirring,
always stirring.
From the commercial-grade kitchen that
used to be the dining room in their O’Hara
Township home, the small business owners
alternate nights on duty to pursue their
collective dream. For five hours, they
patiently blend together raw milk, sugar and
real Madagascar vanilla bean until it becomes
a thick, lightly sweet concoction known as
Dulce de Leche.
The dark amber spread (pronounced
“Duel-say, day Leh-chay”), which is similar to
caramel but without the overwhelming
stickiness or intense sweetness, was invented
nearly 200 years ago in Argentina. Today, it is
popular throughout South America and used
on everything from ice cream to toast. Thanks
to the Orias and their company, La Dorita,
LLC, that popularity is now reaching the
palates of Pittsburghers and beyond.
“This is our dream, to start our own
family company,” said Josephine, the chief
financial officer of Med Health Services in
Monroeville and a mother of four boys, ages
two to six.
Named in honor of Josephine’s 90-yearold grandmother, Maria Dora Germain, La
Dorita began last year after two years of
urging by Josephine’s friends and family, who
enjoyed her homemade birthday cakes and
accompanying Dulce de Leche spread.
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After
months of
testing to nail
down the
perfect
consistency
with the right
combination
of ingredients
(not
surprisingly,
the Orias do
not discuss
their production techniques), Josephine took
a case of their product to the Phipps
Conservatory’s farmers’ market, unsure of
what to expect. She ended up selling more
than 20 12-oz. jars … in the pouring rain.
“I was so excited I called Gaston and said,
‘We got something here!’” she recalled.
Today, La Dorita (www.ladorita.net) can
now be found in local Giant Eagle Market
District stores, Whole Foods locations and
McGinnis Sisters stores. They even have a
lively following on Facebook.
“We get significant reorders from the
markets, which is huge,” said Josephine, who
was born in Argentina before moving with her
family to the Fox Chapel area as a baby. “We
have repeat customers on the Web from
Vermont, Colorado and Maryland, too.”

As for the people in Pittsburgh …
“We do presentations at the markets, and
I just ask them to try it. Once they do that, it
sells itself,” said Gaston, a senior credit
analyst for PPG Industries by day who was
born and raised in Argentina. “It’s a great
feeling to build a product from scratch that
people enjoy.”
But the Orias’ local efforts go beyond
Pittsburgh consumers. The couple also gets
their milk directly from the happy Holstein
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cows at Le-Ara Farms, a family owned dairy
facility in Worthington, PA, in Armstrong
County. Both the Orias and the farm are
members of the Pennsylvania Association for
Sustainable Agriculture (PASA).
Back in the kitchen, the Orias admitted
they have not spent hours manually stirring the
milk as they once did. Since purchasing their
new automated cauldrons in October, things
have become a bit more efficient. But that does
not mean making Dulce de Leche is easy.
Automated or not, each batch (7 gallons
equals 32 12-oz. jars) requires a commitment
in time. There is no walking away from the
kettles, no extended breaks of any sort. To do
so would jeopardize the consistency and
quality of the spread. If it is neglected for only
a few moments, the product – which is 98
percent milk and two percent sugar with no
glucose or artificial thickeners – will
crystallize. Starting a batch means five hours
of diligence.
But the result is a versatile and delicious
alternative to traditional American syrups.
And while most people think of Dulce de
Leche as a perfect complement to ice cream
or waffles – which it is – Josephine offered
even more daring ideas.
“I recently made Dulce de Leche Martinis
using Boyd & Blair potato vodka,” she said.
“It’s creamy and tastes like a White Russian.
I’ve also made chocolate cannoli with
Mascarpone cheese and Dulce de Leche. It’s
also wonderful with Brie cheese and as a dip
with fruit.
“With this jar, you can let your imagine
go. You can be a gourmet with just about
anything.”

